**LANDS’ END IS THE ONLY APPROVED SUPPLIER FOR SPCS UNIFORM CLOTHING**

**GIRLS**

**KINDERGARTEN - GRADE 5**

**Daily Uniform (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday)**
- Plaid Skort or Plaid Jumper from Lands’ End
  - No shorter than four fingers above the knee
- Navy Chino pants
- Evergreen polo (long or short sleeved) with logo*
- No shorts

**Mass Uniform (Wednesdays and Holy Days of Obligation Only)**

- No pants for Mass Dress
  - Plaid Skort from Lands’ End
  - White Broadcloth Pinpoint, Woven Stretch, No-Iron Pinpoint or Oxford long-sleeve shirt/blouse
  - No Peter Pan Collars
  - No short sleeve shirts, no pockets
    - Shirt does not have a SPCS logo
- Navy Cross-Over Tie (purchase from SPCS)
- Dress shoes are recommended but not required

**BOYS**

**KINDERGARTEN - GRADE 5**

**Daily Uniform (Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday)**
- Navy Chino pants or shorts
- Evergreen polo (long or short sleeved) with logo*

**Mass Uniform (Wednesdays, and Holy Days of Obligation Only)**

- No shorts for Mass Dress
  - Navy Chino pants
  - White No-Iron Pinpoint or Oxford, long-sleeve shirt
  - No short sleeve shirts, no pockets
    - Shirt does not have a SPCS logo
  - Classic Navy/Evergreen Plaid Tie of appropriate length from Lands’ End only.
    - No solid ties.
  - Dress shoes are recommended but not required

**GENERAL DRESS CODE INFORMATION**

- **Belts** must be solid black or brown, braided or plain and all leather (no decorations allowed on belts).
- **Bike shorts** in navy or black should be worn under skirts and jumpers and may be purchased from Lands’ End.
- **Inside outerwear** such as sweaters, sweatshirts, and fleeces may be worn inside and outside and must be Lands’ End Evergreen only with the SPCS logo* with the exception of Mass Uniform Dress while in church.
- **Hair bows, scrunchies or headbands and barrettes** must be school colors ONLY (evergreen, white, blue or the Classic Navy/Evergreen Plaid from Lands’ End)
- **Outside outerwear** such as jackets and heavy coats are to be worn outside only.
- **Dress shoes and tennis shoes** are permitted. Shoes are to be clean and in good condition. For safety reasons flip-flops, roller skate sneakers, Sanucks, Crocs, clogs or open toed shoes are not allowed at any time. Snow boots may be worn to school on snowy days in winter when snow is on the ground. Slippers are not approved footwear. Tennis shoes with non-marking soles are necessary for gym. Snow boots may be worn to school on snowy days in winter when snow is on the ground. **Boots must be changed to approved footwear prior to the start of the school day.**
- **Dress shoes** are encouraged to be worn by students that will be participating in the Mass.
- **Embroidered items** must be the SPCS school crest* (shield).
- **Socks** must be white, navy, black or evergreen and **must** cover the ankle. Girls may wear white, navy, evergreen or black tights/leggings. **Low Cut/”No See” socks are not allowed.**
- **Ties** must be the Classic Navy/Evergreen Plaid Tie from Lands’ End only
- **Undershirts/T-shirts** may be worn underneath polo’s and **must be white only. Sleeves of the undershirt/T-shirt may not extend longer than the polo shirt**
- **Turtleneck shirts** are not allowed.
- Mass Dress Uniform must only be worn on Wednesday Mass Days and Holy Days of obligation. On all other days, daily uniform must be worn. All outerwear must be removed while in Mass Dress Uniform.
- **Please make sure your child’s clothing is permanently marked with their name.**